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Abstract. PGP mail has been widely used to provide the end-to-end
authentication, integrity and non-repudiation. However it has the sig-
nificant drawback that the email header is unauthentic. DKIM protects
specified header fields, but only between the sending server and the re-
ceiver. These lead to possible impersonation attacks and profiling of the
email communication, and encourage spam and phishing activities. In
this paper we propose an approach to extend PGP mail to support end-
to-end integrity of whole email, namely the whole content and selected
header fields. This approach is fully compatible with PGP mail. Un-
der some reasonable assumption our approach can help to reduce spam
efficiently.

1 Introduction

Emails are not protected as they move across the Internet. Often information
being transmitted is valuable and sensitive such that effective protection mecha-
nisms are desirable in order to prevent information from being manipulated or to
protect confidential information from being revealed by unauthorized parties. A
large number of email security mechanisms have been meanwhile developed and
standardized, which build a solid basis for secure email communication. The most
well-known and widely employed mechanisms are S/MIME and (Open)PGP
mail. PGP and OpenPGP are two similar formats. The main difference is that
OpenPGP does not use the patent algorithms which are contained in PGP. For
convenience, we use in the following only PGP for both PGP and OpenPGP.

Based on the analysis of the related work in Section 2 we make clear that
further improvement is needed. In this paper we discuss how to extend PGP
mail to support header protection with compatibility with prior versions. This
can be proven by our prototype implementation. We discuss also how to employ
our approach to reduce spam in emails.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work
in Section 2. The signature in PGP format is briefly described in Section 3. In
Section 4 we list the goals of our approach which is focused in Section 5. We
analyze our approach in Section 6; Before we conclude our paper in Section 8,
we describe briefly our prototype implementation in Section 7.
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2 Related Work

End-to-End Security Mechanisms: PGP mail [1,2] is one of the most widely
propagated mechanisms to provide authentication, message integrity, non-repu-
diation of origin, and data confidentiality. The email sender signs the message
body using his private key. The receiver verifies the signature with the corre-
sponding public key after receiving signed message. However, in PGP mail, only
the body of the email message is protected. Most header fields, such as To, Date,
and Subject, are remain unprotected, and the From and Sender are only secure
if the receiver checks that the address in the From or Sender of a mail message
matches the Internet mail address in the signer ID of the signer’s certificate. The
most email clients1 do not check it. Fig. 1 shows that the Thunderbird (with
PGP plug-in Enigmail [3]) cannot detect the modification of any email header
fields2.

In the following we analyze some approaches that provide sender authentica-
tion or the authentication of some email header fields: S/MIME 3.1, Sender ID,
SPF, DKIM, and LES. They are designed to use X.509 based techniques. With
light modification, they can be deployed with PGP based techniques, e.g. using
PGP certificate instead of X.509 certificate, and using web of trust instead of
public key infrastructure (PKI).

To send a signed email in S/MIME 3.1, one prepares an email m1 as usual. A
new email m2 is then created with the same header field as m1, a media block
with m1 as its content is then added to m2. Now a signature is added to m2 to
protect the content of m2, namely the media block with m1. In this case, the
content and header of m1 are both protected by the signature. However, this
approach is associated with the following disadvantages:

1. All header fields in m1 must also appear in m2 (i.e., they must be presented
doubly) so that the email is conform to RFC 2822 [4] and the MUAs and
MTAs know how to send the email.

2. Only header in m1 is protected, but not the one in m2. As stated in [5], it
is up to the receiving client to decide how to present the protected fields in
m1 along with the unprotected ones in m2. Since there are no well-known
clients that support S/MIME 3.1, we cannot test S/MIME 3.1 in praxis.
Without loss of the generality, we assume the behaviour of future clients
as follows: the following header fields, if present, are shown in most clients:
From, Sender, To, CC, Date, Subject, and Reply-To. If the same header field
is present in m1 and m2, only the one in m1 is presented. If a header field is
only presented in m2, it will be also shown. Most emails do not contain the
header fields Sender and CC, hence one can add these header fields in the
outer header to confuse the receivers.

1 Most email clients do not support PGP mail directly, but with the help of additional
plug-ins. For convenience, we refer in this paper the email clients to the clients with
the PGP plug-ins.

2 Enigmail does not even check whether the email sender matches the Internet address
in the PGP certificate.
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Fig. 1. A signed PGP mail in Thunderbird 2.0 with PGP plug-in Enigmail. The original
message (top) is sent from alice@foo.org to bob@foo.org. In the modified message
(bottom), the From field is changed to ceo@somebank.com, the fields To, Date, and
Subject are also modified; however, the signature is still treated as valid in Thunder-
bird.

3. It complicates the receiver to show the email. It is difficult to determine
whether the message within the message/rfc822 wrapper is the top-level
message (as in S/MIME 3.1), or the complete message/rfc822MIME entity
is another encapsulated mail message.
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Sender Verification Frameworks: There are several path based sender veri-
fication frameworks for email, e.g. Sender ID [6], and SPF [7]. Such frameworks
protect only the direct sending server and are not suitable for email messages
which are forwarded by other sending servers.

DKIM [8] protects the important header fields using digital signatures. The
sending server signs each outgoing email, including some email header fields and
the body. The public key used to verify the signature is placed in the send-
ing server. Such approaches can protect more header information; however, the
communication between the sender and sending server remains unprotected. Ad-
ditionally the sending and receiving servers are vulnerable to Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks. An attacker may flood the sending server with million emails and
force the sending server to sign them. Such an attack can similarly be applied to
the receiving server by sending million emails with valid signature formats (the
signature may be invalid, e.g. a random number as the signature value).

LES [9] is an extension of DKIM and allows the sender to sign the header fields
and body using DKIM signature. It seems to provide end-to-end authentication,
message integrity and non-repudiation. However, the private key is generated by
some server and is sent unprotected to the sender via email; hence at least one
other than the signer (sender) knows the private key. Therefore no real end-to-
end security is achieved. Since the receiving server verifies the signatures of all
incoming emails, it is also vulnerable to DoS attacks.

Additionally, all approaches above are vulnerable to DNS spoofing attacks,
and one can still send spam if he has the legal email address, which can be gotten
very easily.

Spam: MAAWG estimates that 74–81% of incoming emails between October
2005 and June 2006 were spam [10]. There are a number of methods in use
to manage the volume and nature of spam. Many organizations employ filtering
technology. However, the emails today do not contain enough reliable information
to enable filters and recipients to consistently decide if messages are legitimate
or forged. Others use publicly available information about potential sources of
spam. These policy and filter technology measures can be effective under cer-
tain conditions, but over time, their effectiveness degrades due to increasingly
innovative spammer tactics.

With our approach we enable a sender to provide proof that an email is
legitimate and not from a spammer; and more effective spam control mechanisms
can be built to reduce both the amount of spam delivered and the amount of
legitimate emails that are blocked in error. Although the application of our
extension for anti-spam is based on an assumption (see Assumption 1) that is
not satisfied today, we believe that this goal can be achievable shortly.

3 Signature in PGP Format

PGP can be used to digitally sign, digest, authenticate, or encrypt arbitrary
message content. PGP signature is carried by a signature packet which contains
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the hash algorithm, public key algorithm, hashed subpacket data, unhashed sub-
packet data, and the signature value. The subpacket data may contain some data
related to the signature. If the subpackets which specify the the signature cre-
ation time, the key ID of the key issuing the signature, are present, they must
be contained in the hashed subpacket data.

A hash value is computed over the content to be signed, the hash algorithm,
the public key algorithm, and the hashed subpacket data. In a email with PGP
signature, the content to be signed is the content of email. The signature value
is then computed over the hash value with signer’s private key.

PGP defines a subpacket type notation for extension. There may be more
than one notation subpacket in a signature. By inserting a notation subpacket
to the hashed subpacket data we extend PGP mail for header protection as shown
in Section 5.2.

4 Goals of Our Approach

Based on the analysis in Section 2 we propose an approach with the following
advantages:

1. End-to-end security of the complete message: Authentication, integrity and
non-repudiation should be achieved for not only the email body, but also
some important header fields.

2. Compatibility with prior versions: Old clients that are only PGP mail capable
should not treat signatures in emails with our approach as invalid.

3. Simple implementation of clients: It should be easy to implement our ap-
proach.

4. Support for anti-spam: Our approach should help to reduce spam.

5 Extension in PGP Mail

In this section we present an approach to achieve the goals described in Section
4. The basic concept is to specify the header fields that should be signed, the
hash algorithm, and hash value computed over the specified header fields. Such
information is contained in a hashed subpacket of type notation in PGP so that
it is protected by the signature.

5.1 Header Protection Entity

We use similar format as in DKIM to identify the headers that are signed,
namely a colon-separated list of header names. For example, the field name list
From:To:Date:Subject:Reply-To indicates that the first header fields (from
bottom to top) From, To, Date, Subject, and Reply-To are signed. If a referenced
header field does not exist, an empty string is used instead. This is useful to
prevent adding undesired header fields. For an email without the field CC field
while creating the signature, we can use · · ·:CC (where · · · is for list of any
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other field names) to avoid the insertion of a new CC header. The signer can sign
multiple instances of a header by including the header name multiple times; such
field instances are then signed in order from the bottom of the header block to
the top. If there are n instances of a header, including the header name n + 1
times avoids the insertion of a new instance. Considering the example in Fig. 2,
· · ·:To:To avoids adding a second field To.

To prevent from adding an additional field or a new one, the corresponding
field name should be listed at least once more than the expected times of its
appearance. In general, the fields From, Sender, To, CC, Date, Subject, and
Reply-To are important, and each of them is only allowed once in the email.
Hence, the following field name list From:From:Sender:Sender:To:To:CC:CC:
Date:Date:Subject:Subject:Reply-To:Reply-To, denoted as fnl, should be
used at least.

From: Alice <alice@foo.org>
TO: Bob <bob@foo.org>
Subject : Test
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100

Fig. 2. Header block of an email. The name of field To is in uppercase.

From: Alice <alice2@foo.org>
To: Carl <carl@foo.org>
TO: Bob <bob@foo.org>
CC: Eva <eva@foo.org>
Subject : Test (modified)
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100

Fig. 3. Modified header block of an email from Fig. 2. The field Subject is modified,
and a second To and a new Cc are added.

We consider now the examples in Figures 2 and 3. The result of applying
fnl to the header blocks are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. The
modification can be detected clearly by comparing both results.

Email, specially the email header fields, may be modified by some mail servers
and relay systems. Some signers may demand that any modification of email
headers result in a signature failure, while some other signers may accept mod-
ification of headers within the bounds of email standards, e.g. the addition or
deletion of white spaces, and changing the lowercase or uppercase of the letters
of field name. For these requirements we use the header canonicalization algo-
rithms simple and relaxed defined in the DKIM specification [8, §3.4.1, §3.4.2]
respectively.
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From: Alice <alice@foo.org>
TO: Bob <bob@foo.org>
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100
Subject : Test

Fig. 4. Result of applying From:From:Sender:Sender:To:To:CC:CC:Date:Date:
Subject:Subject:Reply-To:Reply-To to header block in Fig. 2

From: Alice <alice2@foo.org>
TO: Bob <bob@foo.org>
To: Carl <carl@foo.org>
CC: Eva <eva@foo.org>
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100
Subject : Test (modified)

Fig. 5. Result of applying From:From:Sender:Sender:To:To:CC:CC:Date:Date:
Subject:Subject:Reply-To:Reply-To to modified header block in Fig. 3

The simple header canonicalization algorithm does not change headers in any
way; hence any modification of the headers, e.g. adding a space in one header or
change the field name “TO” to “To”, will invalidate the signature.

The relaxed header canonicalization algorithm canonicalizes the headers in
order as following:

1. convert all field names to lower case;
2. unfold all field continuation lines as described in RFC 2822 [4];
3. convert all sequences of one or more white spaces, e.g. space or tab, to a

single space;
4. delete all white spaces at the end of each unfolded field value;
5. delete any white spaces remaining before and after the colon which separates

the field name from the field value.

Hence, relaxed allows the following changes:

1. Changing the uppercase or lowercase of each character in field name.
2. Adding or removing white spaces between field name and field value
3. Changing the number of continuing white spaces (at least 1) in a field value
4. Replacing new line in field value with white spaces or vice versa. Note that

the new line must start with at least one white space so that it belongs to
the same field.

By applying the canonicalization method relaxed to the selected header fields
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we get the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.

To protect the intended fields, the simplest method is to put the canonical-
ized result together with the field name list and the canonicalization method in a
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from:Alice <alice@foo.org>
to:Bob <bob@foo.org>
date:Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100
subject:Test

Fig. 6. Result of applying the canonicalization method relaxed to the selected header
block in Fig. 4

from:Alice <alice2@foo.org>
to:Bob <bob@foo.org>
to:Carl <carl@foo.org>
cc:Eva <eva@foo.org>
date:Tue, 6 Mar 2007 09:21:36 +0100
subject:Test (modified)

Fig. 7. Result of applying the canonicalization method relaxed to the selected header
block in Fig. 5

hashed subpacket of type notation. Its main disadvantage is that the signature
size will be increased enormously, and is proportional linearly to the canonical-
ized fields, since the signature size without this attribute is almost fixed and
small.

A better method is to compute the hash value over the canonicalized result.
The hash value and the hash algorithm, instead of the canonicalized result itself,
are then saved. In this case, the signature size is much less than the method
above, since it is proportional linearly to the size of field name list instead of the
canonicalized fields.

As described above, the former needs much more size than the latter. Hence
we consider in this paper only the latter.

We introduce some abstract notations to simplify the explication. We denote
Γ (l:string, c:string, α:string, γ:bytes) as a header protection entity, where
l is list of header field names, c is header canonicalization method, α is hash
algorithm, and γ is hash value, e.g. Γ (’From:To:Date:Subject’, ’relaxed’,
’SHA1’,γSHA1), where γSHA1 has 20 bytes. Let ε= (L, C, H) be the notation
for the creation and verification of Γ (l, c, α, γ) for the email header block ϕ.
Note that the processes to verfiy and create the signature over the email body
remain unchanged. The L algorithm retrieves the header fields specified by the
list l from ϕ and is denoted as Ll(ϕ). The C algorithm is the canonicalization
algorithm. Cc(τ) canonicalizes email header τ with the canonicalization method
c. H is the secure one-way hash function, and Hα(m) denotes the computation of
hash value over message m with algorithm α. The validity of a header protection
entity Γ for the email header block ϕ is defined in Definition 1.

Definition 1. An entity Γ (l, c, α, γ) is valid for the email header block ϕ if and
only if γ = Hα(m), where m = Cc(τ), τ = Ll(ϕ).
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5.2 Extension in PGP Mail

As described in Section 3, the email content, hash algorithm, public key algo-
rithm (the algorithm to sign the hash value), and hashed subpackets are pro-
tected by the signature. To make our header protection entity protected by the
signature to prevent from modifying, we use a hashed subpacket notation to
represent the entity Γ (l, c, α, γ). A subpacket of type notation is defined in [2,
§5.2.3.15] as follows:

notation ::= {
4 octets of flags,
2 octets of name length (M),
2 octets of value length (N),
M octets of name data (Name),
N octets of value data (Value) }

A notation subpacket has a name and a value. The flags field holds four
octets of flags, for our extension we set all octets to zero. The Name field carries
the name of this notation, and Value carries the value data specified by Name.
We use RFC2822HeaderProtect@rub.de as Name; hence M = length(Name) =
27 = 0x001B, where length(x) returns the number of octets contained in x. The
entity Γ (l, c, α, γ) is specified by an object of type RFC28222HeaderProtectType.

RFC2822HeaderProtectType ::= {
1 octet canon. algorithm (CanonAlgo),
1 octet digest algorithm (DigestAlgo),
2 octets field name list length (K),
K octets field name list (FieldNameList),
1 octet hash value length (L),
L octets hash value (HashValue) }

The CanonAlgo field carries the header canonicalization algorithm c: 1 for
simple and 2 for relaxed. The DigestAlgo field carries the digest algorithm α
as defined in [2, §9.4], e.g. 2 for SHA1. The FieldNameList field specifies the
list of header names l of K octets, and the hash value γ of L octets is specified
in the HashValue field.

Some systems, such as GnuPG, allow only ascii-text in notation value, but
not arbitary-text. The object of type RFC28222HeaderProtectType should be
first encoded in such systems. As a generic solution the first byte of the notation
value indicates the encoding algorithm. The rest bytes are then the encoded
object of type RFC28222HeaderProtectType. The predefined algorithms are: ’a’
for armor encoding, ’b’ for base64 encoding, and ’n’ for no encoding.

Figures 8 and 9 depicts the notation subpacket with the following contents:

– the canonicalization algorithm is relaxed,
– the digest algorithm is SHA1, and
– the header fields under the field name list From:From:Sender:Sender:To:

To:CC:CC:Date:Date:Subject:Subject:Reply-To:Reply-Toare protected
from modification.
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0 4 : F lags { 0 }
4 2 : M { 27 }
6 2 : N { 105 }
8 27 : Name { ”RFC2822HeaderProtect@rub . de” }

35 105 : Value {
35 1 : Encod ingAlgor ithm { ’n ’ = no encod ing }
36 1 : CanonAlgo { 2 = r e laxed }
37 1 : DigestAlgo { 2 = SHA1 }
38 2 : K { 79 }
40 79 : Reference { ”From : From : Sender : Sender : To :To :

CC:CC: Sub ject : Sub ject : Date : Date :
Reply−To : Reply−To” }

119 1 : L { 20 }
120 20 : HashValue { DD 6F 37 34 BE 9B 43 DA F4 B8

17 5B 99 EA 10 64 9B 78 69 2D }
140 −: }

Of f s e t Length Content

Fig. 8. A notation subpacket which specifies the header protect entity

0 4 : F lags { 0 }
4 2 : M { 27 }
6 2 : N { 142 }
8 27 : Name { ”RFC2822HeaderProtect@rub . de” }

35 142 : Value {
35 1 : Encod ingAlgor ithm { ’b ’ = base64 encod ing }
36 141 : Encoded Header P ro t e c t i on Ent ity {

AgIAT0Zyb206RnJvbTpTZW5kZXI6U2VuZGVyOl
RvOlRvOkNDOkNDOlN1YmplY3Q6U3ViamVjdDp
EYXRlOkRhdGU6UmVwbHktVG86UmVwbHktVG
8Uci0rT7/2p+Jm6P/jjDrX7cb4Fpk=

}
177 −: }

Of f s e t Length Content

Fig. 9. A notation subpacket which specifies the base64 encoded header protect entity

In Figure 8 the entity is not encoded, while it is base64 encoded in Figure 9.
To send a signed PGP mail with our extension, the sending client behaves as

usual with the following exception: before it signs, it generates a notation with
the name RFC2822HeaderProtect@rub.de to specify the entity Γ (l, c, α, γ) for
the email ϕ within the signed subpacket data.

Assume that the receiving client receives an email of header block ϕ′ with the
notation that specifies Γ (l′, c′, α′, γ′). If the client implements our approach, it
does the following:
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1. retrieve the header fields referenced by FieldNameList l′: τ ′ = Ll′(ϕ′);
2. canonize τ̃ with the canonicalization algorithm c′: m′ = Cc′(τ ′);
3. compute the hash value over m′: γ̃ = Hα(m′);
4. compare γ̃ with γ′ specified in digest. If γ̃ �= γ′, terminate the verification

process and consider the signature as invalid, otherwise do other checks as
usual.

Since the most clients ignore unrecognized notations, they are still able to
verify the signature as usual, even when they do not implement our approach.
However, the header modification can no more be detected.

6 Analysis

This section shows how the goals mentioned in Section 4 can be satisfied in our
approach.

End-to-end security of the complete message: The authentication, in-
tegrity and non-repudiation of the email body are achieved by the basic PGP
mail mechanism, and the ones of the important header fields are achieved by
the notation with the name RFC2822HeaderProtect@rub.dewithin the hashed
subpackets in PGP signature.

Compatibility with prior versions: In PGP mail the receiving client that
does not implement our approach will ignore the unrecognized notations respec-
tively; hence the signature can be verified as usual.

Simple implementation of clients: A PGP mail capable client should be
extended as follows to support the header protection:

– Generating/verifying the header protection entity.
– Adding/retrieving the header protection entity to/from the hashed packets.
– Informing the users the result of the header protection verification: which

header fields are protected and whether they are modified.

The existing PGP capable clients can be further used and need only to be
extended. The most complex function for this extension is the hash computation,
which is implemented in all PGP capable clients. Hence we can just call the
existed one. All other functions should be not difficult to implement.

Support for anti-spam: After researching some spam archives, e.g. [11,12],
we argue that most spam messages are unsigned. Therefore most of spam can
be rejected if only signed emails (with valid signatures) are accepted. The email
header is not protected by PGP mail; hence a clever spammer is able to send
signed spam and modify the header. To provide more efficient and proper mech-
anism against spam, signed emails with our extension should be applied under
Assumption 1.
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Assumption 1. An email system should satisfy the following conditions:

1. The users have trusted PGP certificates and send only signed emails with
our approach.

2. At least the header fields From, Sender, To, CC, Date, Subject, and Reply-To
must be signed to prevent from modification of the existing fields and addition
of new fields in the above list.

3. The signer is identified by the address either in the Sender field, or in the
From field if there is no Sender field. It must match the address in the
signerId of the signing certificate;

4. Each email has limited receivers in the headers To and CC;

Fig. 10. The header field To is modified from bob@foo.org to carl@foo.org, and this
modification is detected by extended Enigmail
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5. An email is accepted if and only if it has valid signature (i.e. the email is
not modified and signed by a person with trusted certificate) and the receiver
either is directly contained or is a member of the mailing list contained in
the header To or CC;

6. The verification is processed by the email client, not the receiving server to
avoid the DoS attack.

Even if a spammer has a trusted certificate, he cannot sign the email once and
send it to million victims. Assuming that max. 10 receivers are allowed in an
email, if the spammer wishes to send a spam to 1,000,000 victims, he must sign
at least 100,000 times which takes much time and cost. In fact, the spammer
put only one receiver in the To field to confuse the victim that he is the only
intended receiver; hence the spammer must sign the email individually for each
victim which requires much more time and cost. Without our extension, the
header can not be signed; therefore the spammer needs to sign the email only
once, and replaces the receivers (in header fields To and CC) without invalidating
the signature.

Our extension can help reduce spam, but will not stop spam entirely. It should
be used together with other technologies, such as filtering and policy technologies.

7 Prototype Implementation

We have extended the OpenPGP Plug-In Enigmail for Thunderbird to support
our approach. We have created signed PGP mail messages and then modified
some header fields. This modification could only detected in the extended Enig-
mail. An example with a modified To field is given in Fig. 10.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we discussed how to extend PGP mail to provide the end-to-
end protection of the email header fields. Our approach does not invalidate the
signature even if the receiving client does not understand it. The existing clients
can be simply extended to support it. With some reasonable assumptions, our
approach provides efficient method to struggle with the spam. Since PGP mail
is widely accepted, header protection implemented here may have great impact.

As our future work, we will extend the current approach to implement ex-
tensions for the popular email clients to support our approach (extension of
Enigmail is partly finished), suggest the web mail providers to support PGP
mail with our approach in their web mail interfaces.
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